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Accomplishments from the past quarter
Along with Districts 15 and 40, we co-hosted a gratitude banquet in November on Zoom

with ASL interpretation.  While we didn’t get to share plates of turkey and pie this year, we did
hear from three great speakers!

As of November, our monthly district meetings will now be ASL-interpreted which opens
the door to more alcoholics interested in service participation.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with
This quarter began with an impending indoor vaccine mandate and closed with a new

wave of COVID infections, so our groups have been challenged to respond effectively.  Some
groups meet in churches so they were covered under proof-of-vaccine exemptions, while other
groups who don’t meet in churches had to decide whether they would implement a vaccine
screening list.  The challenge is that these responses sometimes require swift action before the
next business meeting, so groups are exploring ways to collect an adequate group conscience
before moving forward with their plan.

Another issue we are dealing with is how each group maintains accessibility.  Most of our
groups are now offering meetings both in-person and online, while several groups are still fully
online and one group is in-person only.  With the dual-format meetings, it can be challenging to
maintain a sense of unity between each meeting within the same group.  The responses to this
challenge have been varied:  one group decided to convert their two meetings into a hybrid
format on days when they coincide, while another group decided that their group will split and
the online meeting will become a separate group within District 25.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter
Next quarter starts with our annual estimated budget exercise in January.  Typically this is

when we get to discuss what local activities we want to participate in or at least lend financial
support to.  However these are still atypical times so we may again be limited to just tentative
commitment to events later in 2022.  That said, our experience in 2021 showed that we can pivot
when necessary based on current circumstances, whether that is holding an in-person summer
picnic or co-hosting gratitude banquets.

One project we are looking into is rebuilding a list of volunteers for “Bridge The Gap”
post-treatment requests that fall within our district.


